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Abstract—In regulated domains such as finance and healthcare, failure to comply with regulation can lead to financial, civil and criminal penalties. While systems vary from organization to organization, the same regulations apply for all systems. As a result, efficiencies could be gained if the commonalities between systems could be captured in public, shared, test suites for regulations. We propose the use of Behavior-Driven-Development (BDD) technology to create these test suites. With BDD, desired system behavior with respect to regulatory requirements can be captured as constrained natural language ‘scenarios’. The scenarios can then be automated through system-specific test drivers. The goal of this research is to enable organizations to compare their systems to regulation in a repeatable and traceable way through the use of BDD. To evaluate our approach, we developed seven scenarios based on the HITECH Act Meaningful Use (MU) regulations for healthcare. We then created system-specific code for three open-source electronic health record systems. We found that it was possible to create scenarios and system-specific code supporting scenario execution on three systems, that iTrust can be shown to be non-compliant, and that emergency access procedures are not defined clearly enough by the regulation to determine compliance or non-compliance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In regulated domains such as finance and healthcare, organizations must ensure their software systems comply with applicable laws and regulations. Failure to comply often carries financial, civil and even criminal penalties. While systems vary widely among organizations, they must all check compliance against the same regulatory requirements.

For regulations, compliance is ultimately assessed by an external regulatory agency. A number of quality assurance techniques have been developed to assist organizational compliance. These approaches vary across industries, but typically include elements such as staff training, manual and automated monitoring, internal and external audits, and software certification. For software system development, compliance is a concern over the entire software lifecycle, from requirements [1] [2] to ongoing maintenance [3].

Behavior-Driven-Development (BDD) is a software development practice that organizes development effort around the creation of constrained natural language, termed ‘scenarios’, that describes user interactions with the proposed system and the system’s responses in terms of the vocabulary used by system stakeholders [4]. These scenarios are then automated through the creation of system-specific test driver code that binds each scenario to the system. Each scenario, combined with the system-specific test driver code, serves as a test of the system’s behavior. The collection of scenarios forms a test suite for the system. Proponents of BDD hold that by keeping the scenarios free of technical details, system users, subject matter experts and developers can share a common language for describing the expected behavior of a system. Frameworks that support this style of development include FIT [5], FitNesse⁴, JBehave⁵ and Cucumber [4].

The typical use case for BDD is in custom software system development. The scenarios and the system-specific test driver code are both associated with a single custom software system [6][7].

The goal of this research is to enable organizations to compare their systems to regulation in a repeatable and traceable way through the use of Behavior Driven Development. Tests suites built from scenarios can help to confirm that important issues have been addressed. Such test suites could become a shared asset for use by all systems subject to these regulations and standards. Each system, then, need only create their own system-specific test driver code to automate their compliance checks. System owners and auditors can gain confidence in the compliance of a system by running the compliance test suite(s) on their systems, obtaining indications of how their systems will respond to external audits through use of the test suite. At an industry level, a test suite for a regulation provides a target for implementers and a basis for comparison among systems.

To illustrate our approach, we created a compliance test suite consisting of seven scenarios based on the United States Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act (HITECH) meaningful use (MU) regulations for security. To evaluate the test suite’s reusability and generalizability, we implemented system-specific test driver code for three open source EHR systems; iTrust⁶, OpenEMR⁷ and Tolven⁸.

The contributions of this paper are:
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The contributions of this paper are:

A proposal for using BDD technology to implement reusable test suites for regulatory-related system behavior.

An example implementation of this proposal in the form of a BDD scenario test suite for security-related HITECH regulations.

Reporting on the use of this test suite for three EHRs.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows; Section 2 provides background for the HITECH, EHRs, BDD, and test suites and reviews related work in testing EHRs for compliance and in the application of scenarios to checking requirements satisfaction. Section 3 presents related work. Section 4 describes our research methodology. Section 5 presents our application of the methodology. Section 6 presents our evaluation. Section 7 presents discussion and conclusions, section 8 is a discussion of limitations, and section 9 reviews and summarizes the paper.

II. Background

In the United States, healthcare organizations must comply with the HITECH and Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) Acts, among others. HITECH regulations stipulate that failure to protect personal health information can lead to fines of up to $50,000 per violation and imprisonment for up to one year. The seven security scenarios we chose from HITECH parallel the published HIPAA Security Rule technical safeguards. Compliance with US regulations for medical record privacy is measured by observations of systems and organizational behavior by a US government agency, the Office of Civil Rights (OCR) [8].

BDD⁶ is a software development practice that organizes development effort around the creation of scenarios of desired system behavior in collaboration with stakeholders [4]. These scenarios are then used to guide and verify the results of the development process. Depending on the project, these scenarios may be associated with one or more requirements, or, for some teams, the scenarios themselves may serve as the requirements document. BDD begins with developers meeting with customers and other stakeholders to create a structured natural language requirements document, including scenarios of each requirement being developed during the next iteration. Over time, the collected scenarios accrete to serve as a regression test suite as well as a specification of system behavior to be implemented. These documents also serve as a critical part of the acceptance test infrastructure for the project. A number of teams use the produced documents directly as both requirements specification and acceptance tests [9]. Confirmation that the behavior described by a scenario is achieved by a system is accomplished through the development and execution of system-specific test driver code that links the scenario text to the concrete system functions. The key to BDD is that the scenario documents serve as a critical part of the acceptance test infrastructure for the project. When the scenarios are matched with the system-specific test driver code they can be automatically executed to verify system behavior.

Several BDD frameworks have been developed. We discuss two of the most common, the Framework for Integrated Tests (FIT) and Cucumber.

FIT [5] was developed to enhance collaboration in software development and to help stakeholders learn what their software should do and what it does do. FIT uses a tabular notation, stored as HTML, to describe a scenario. FIT fixtures are programming language code that connects the tabular descriptions to the system under test; each fixture must be built in conjunction with the tabular design and with the system code being tested.

Cucumber [4] is a framework for building suites of automated acceptance tests, based on the ideas of BDD. The framework is accessed through the use of ‘feature files’ and ‘step files’. Feature file is Cucumber’s term for a plain text file containing structured natural language descriptions of scenarios. Software developers and client stakeholders read feature files, and both groups are welcome to write them, though typically only developers write the files. Step files contain code that translates feature file vocabulary into actions run against the system under test. Typically, only software developers read and write the code in the step files.

Although the details differ, FIT and Cucumber are based on similar concepts. We now describe a small example using both FIT and Cucumber, to highlight how these tools work. For both examples, we set a goal of testing authentication for an open source EHR, iTrust. The non-functional requirement is phrased ‘The system shall enable multiple simultaneous users, each with his/her own exclusive authentication.’⁸ We embellish this definition by providing a scenario describing steps taken during authentication⁹, illustrating the definition’s application in the system’s context. The first step in the scenario is ‘A user enters their MID [user identification] and their password to gain role-based entry into the iTrust Medical Records system’.

Both FIT and Cucumber support persistent text-based semi-formal instance and type scenarios [10] that describe system-user interactions and that record and report on the system’s behavior in response to the scripted actions. Cucumber scenarios, Tab. 1, are plain text, and their viewing and authoring can be accomplished through any text editor. Cucumber’s use of natural language text aligns well with the common use of natural language text for scenario description [9]. FIT requires that text be embedded in HTML tables, Tab 2., which has the benefit of built-in linking to relevant information, while incurring the cost of an enforced structure and HTML authoring for the production and editing of scenarios.

---

⁷ [http://fit.c2.com](http://fit.c2.com)
III. RELATED WORK

A. Legislation and Software

A growing body of research examines how to link regulations and software requirements [11][1][12]. Within that, there has been some focus on how to measure the performance of running systems [1][13] against a requirements baseline. These approaches depend on the development of sophisticated monitoring layers by software experts. Our approach treats the test suite as the monitoring system, based on commonly available BDD technology, and each scenario is written in terms of the applicable regulation rather than a requirements specification.

In the United States, the U.S. Congress passes bills, which must then be signed into law by the President. For complex domains, laws often contain instructions for an Executive branch agency to create regulations that meet the standards outlined by the law. Often, even the regulations are too far removed from the problem domain for organizations to comply without additional guidance from legal counsel. Given the significant consequences of not addressing regulatory compliance issues, attention has been paid by the requirements engineering community to eliciting requirements from legislation [12], [13]. The legislative process produces laws and regulations that may serve as sources for requirements elicitation [14].

B. EHR Software Certification

Three sources of guidance in the EHR domain are the Certification Commission for Health Information Technology (CCHIT) [10], the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONCHIT) [11], and the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [12]. CCHIT is an organization providing certification of EHR systems according to a set of internally developed criteria and test scripts. CCHIT makes these criteria and test scripts available on the web [13]. The certification process applies these scripts in a controlled environment. Each step is read from the script and keyed manually in to the candidate system. Each step has an ‘Expected Result’ column indicating the expected result of the step. A blank ‘Actual Result’ column allows manual entry of the step results. Comparison of the actual and expected results leads to a pass/fail decision, which is also recorded in the script. This process requires significant manual effort to execute each time, and further effort to review the results. The scripts exercise a wide range of functionality, however they do not necessarily cover all aspects of EHR security [15]. The HITECH act established the ONCHIT, which is charged with the development of nationwide Health IT infrastructure, including standards definition and the establishment of certification criteria and certification of bureaus that certify EHRs. CCHIT is the first of such bureaus, but a number of others have begun operations. NIST develops and publishes standards across a wide range of industries and topic areas, including a suite of test procedures targeting the regulations and guidelines established by the ONCHIT and HITECH [14]. The NIST-developed test procedures form the basis of our BDD scenarios, as there are explicit, documented links made between the NIST procedures and the regulations they are designed to check. This does not, in principle, limit the creation of scenarios to the presence of preexisting test procedures; however, the development of test procedures for a given regulation is a significant research challenge that also requires legal guidance [14]. This is beyond the scope of the present work. Narrowing the focus of the scripts to the content of the regulation allows clear traceability between the intent of the regulation and the actions taken to confirm the implementation of this intent.

C. Test Suites

Test suites are collections of test cases organized around some unifying purpose. Validation test suites check a piece of software’s relationship to a set of requirements. Conformance test suites check a piece of software’s relationship to a set of requirements embodied in some standard. To date we have found no formal definition of either phrase, and they appear to be used interchangeably in practice.

In the telecomm domain, a set of test suites for various network interoperability standards was built based upon TTCN-3, a telecomm industry standard for test specification [15]. In the domain of programming languages, validation suites consisting of executable acceptance tests establish conformance for a given language implementation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature: Authentication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scenario Outline:</strong> Verify Authentication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>when I enter &lt;username&gt; and &lt;password&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Then I &lt;should_not&gt; be able to log in</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Examples: | username | password | should_not | | casper | pass12 | should |
|----------|----------|----------|------------|----------|----------|---------|
|          | casper   |          | wrong      | | should   |         | not     |

| TABLE I. CUCUMBER FEATURE EXAMPLE |

| TABLE II. FIT TABLE EXAMPLE |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authentication Fixtures</th>
<th>Login</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Username</td>
<td>Password</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>casper</td>
<td>pass12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>casper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

10 http://www.cchit.org/  
11 http://healthit.hhs.gov/  
12 http://www.nist.gov  
13 https://www.cchit.org/cchit-certified  
14 http://healthcare.nist.gov/use_testing/index.html  
15 http://www.ttcn-3.org
to its specification. For example, Plum Hall[16] builds compiler validation test suites for C and C++. RubySpec is an open-source executable specification for the Ruby programming language. Java’s Technology Compatibility Kit 3 serves a similar function for the Java language. Although licensing agreements vary, proper execution of a validation suite provides vendors, customers, and users confidence in the software’s compliance with the official specification.

Morgan Stanley built a BDD test framework for validating financial time series data [15], although the test suite was applied to a single application rather than the multiple applications we propose.

D. BDD concepts

Grigori Melnik empirically evaluated ‘Executable Acceptance Test-Driven Development’[7], finding that the practice enhances communications within software development teams, that executable acceptance tests can specify functional requirements in a consistent, verifiable and usable way, and that executable acceptance tests provide sufficient evidence of requirements traceability in regulated environments. He also found that tooling (FIT) for developing these tests suites negatively impacted their maintainability and scalability.

An industrial experience report [17] on Automated Test Driven Development (ATDD) describes a scheme of developing 'acceptance test case specifications' ('ATC-Specs') that are natural language descriptions of system behavior. In a case study they found 'the biggest advantage of using ATDD was that the customers understood the eventual behavior of the system better via the ATC-Specs than via the more formal SRS (Software Requirements Specification)'. They further commented 'Customers often do not 'think in' system use cases but 'think in' user interfaces where they enter data, press 'commit' and get the results displayed' [17].

E. BDD Frameworks

A position paper [9] described development using FIT, and proposed an equivalence hypothesis about the relationship between acceptance tests and requirements: 'As formality increases, tests and requirements become indistinguishable. At the limit, tests and requirements are identical'. Based on this hypothesis, they argue that a suitable set of FIT tests can act as a requirements specification, a practice they maintain, and one that they claim other teams maintain. In practice, there is evidence that in some environments FIT-based scenarios are adequate to document requirements [9].

Over time, a number of academic studies have evaluated various aspects of FIT’s attributes and use. A 2009 review of these studies [17] found that, contrary to intent, FIT tests were typically authored and used only by developers rather than as a communications tool between stakeholders. The stakeholders preferred plain test to the browser-based HTML tables used by FIT. Developers did find the tests helpful in guiding development and in reducing time to discover and resolve errors, especially when the tests were used to verify proper behavior after changes [17].

One academic study conducted a series of experiments focused on measuring the utility of FIT in assisting requirements understanding [13]. A set of requirements was presented to students. The control group received no FIT tests, while the treatment group received FIT tests along with the requirements. In the words of the study, “When Fit tables are present, the chances of correctly understanding a requirement are in most cases (95%) at least two times higher than without them, and on average 4 times higher” [18].

The structured natural language statements contained in Cucumber feature files are as follows [4]: Given some initial context, When an event occurs Then verify some outcome. Given specifies a set of preconditions, allowing both documentation and confirmation of necessary conditions for a successful test. When describes the actor, objects, and an action. Then describes the expected results of the action taken. Two other terms are used; Scenario collects a related set of Given/When/Then statements, and Feature collects multiple related scenarios that describe a single system feature. When Cucumber runs, it parses the feature files according to this grammar, and connects statements from the feature files to the system-specific test driver code in the step file(s) that implement each statement.

To date, Cucumber has not been the subject of academic studies. However, a number of aspects of its design commend it to our purposes; The separation of the structured natural language feature files from the system-specific test driver code contained in the step files allows each system to have a set of step files that implement the shared tests described in the feature files. The plain text nature of the feature files allows them to be read and written by any text editor, minimizing needed tool support.

IV. BDD FOR REGULATORY TEST SUITES

The goal of this research is to enable organizations to compare their systems to regulation in a repeatable and traceable way through the use of BDD. To achieve this, we must, at a minimum Identify Regulations, Develop Scenarios and Automate Scenarios. The tasks listed above form the outline of our methodology. We now discuss them in greater detail.

Step One: Identify Regulations

Select all or part of a regulatory text. Within the selected text, identify each regulation with which a system must comply. Regulations can be identified in the regulatory text by phrases of the form ‘An <actor> [must|must not] or shall perform some action’, and by the heading ‘Implementation specifications’. This parallels requirements extraction. In general, identifying requirements in regulatory texts is a difficult problem that requires not only engineering expertise but legal advice [13].

Step Two: Develop Scenarios

---

Regulations are typically phrased in declarative language, identifying required behavior, constraints, and limits, but lacking description of how to identify whether the expected behavior has been accomplished. A scenario, a step-by-step test procedure, must be associated with each tested regulation to validate its achievement. The scenario takes the form of a detailed set of instructions readable by a person. CCHIT and NIST are two sources of test procedures that test various aspects of health care systems, but custom scenario development may be also done.

For traceability, each scenario should be clearly named, and each scenario should contain a reference to the specific section of regulation that is being exercised by the structured natural language scenario.

**Step Three: Automate Scenarios**

Once a scenario for checking regulatory conformance is available, code for adapting it to a system must be written, including appropriate roles, sequences of steps and verification conditions. The code is split in our approach into a structured natural language component that describes a scenario independent of a given system, and system-specific driver code that is used to execute on a given system.

For traceability, code should be clearly named, and should contain references to related scenarios and regulations. The scenario name and regulation reference should be displayed when the scripts are executed.

Completing these steps for all or part of a regulatory text establishes a baseline for the development of the acceptance test suite, and provides a suite of tests that can be compared against other means of testing.

V. **EVALUATION**

We now describe the use of this three-step process on three electronic health record systems.

**Step One: Identify Regulations**

Our research group has focused on EHR system security [15][19][20]. One of the most studied regulations in this area concerns HIPAA technical safeguards [12][11][20]. No test procedures for these have been published, but there are an analogous set developed by the NIST for testing the HITECH act meaningful use provisions [21]. MU covers a wide range of EHR functionality requirements, and the NIST has developed test procedures for each of them. The language of HITECH sections 170.302(o)-(u) [22] closely matches the language of HIPAA 164.302(a)-(g), to the point of verbatim language in some sections. Rather than attempt to claim that these regulations are directly comparable here, we choose to mention the correspondence, and to base our test suite on the test procedures associated directly with the HITECH regulations in CFR 170.302. The development of custom test procedures, and the linkage of related pieces of regulation are both open and active research areas.

**Step Two: Develop Scenarios**

Our choice of HITECH 170.302(o)-(q)[22] regulations leads directly to the selection of the NIST test procedures 170.302(o)-(q)[21] for translation to executable scenarios. We now illustrate process with an excerpt from one of our seven scenarios, Authentication.

The text of HITECH meaningful use regulation 170.302(t) is “Authentication. Verify that a person or entity seeking access to electronic health information is the one claimed and is authorized to access such information.”

The text of the associated NIST ‘Required Test Procedure’, 170.302(t), is as follows:

1. TE170.302.t – 1.01: Using the Vendor-identified EHR function(s), the Tester shall create a new user account and assign permissions to this new account
2. TE170.302.t – 1.02: Using the new user account, the Tester shall login to the EHR using the new account
3. TE170.302.t – 1.03: The Tester shall perform an action authorized by the assigned permissions.
4. TE170.302.t – 1.04: The Tester shall verify that the authorized action was performed
5. TE170.302.t – 1.05: The Tester shall perform an action not authorized by the assigned permissions
6. TE170.302.t – 1.06: The Tester shall verify that the unauthorized action was not performed
7. TE170.302.t – 1.07: The Tester shall log out of the EHR
8. TE170.302.t – 1.08: The Tester shall delete (e.g., deactivate or disable) the new account
9. TE170.302.t – 1.09: The Tester shall attempt to login to the EHR using the deleted account
10. TE170.302.t – 1.10: The Tester shall verify that the login attempt failed
11. TE170.302.t – 1.11: Using the NIST-supplied Inspection Test Guide, the Tester shall verify that:
   a. an account has been created
   b. can sign-in to the account
   c. can authorize the assigned permissions can delete (e.g., deactivate or disable) the account the log-in attempt has failed

The procedure provides a relatively concrete set of steps that have been approved to check the regulation.

**Step Three: Automate Scenarios**

In order to translate the relatively concrete steps laid out by the test procedure in to code that can be executed on each of our EHR systems, we chose the BDD tool Cucumber. We chose Cucumber over FIT primarily because Cucumber is less restrictive in the form of input it accepts, while FIT requires all input to be formatted as HTML tables. We think this is important because it allows flexibility in both the phrasing of the scenarios and in the tooling required to read and change the feature files that contain scenarios.
We now illustrate our automation implementation by showing steps 1.01-1.03 of the NIST 170.302(t) procedure, including excerpts from the Cucumber feature file (Figure 1), and supporting step files for iTrust (Figure 2) and Tolven (Figure 3). Complete listings of all files are available from the project’s BitBucket site\textsuperscript{17}.

\textbf{a) Automating NIST 170.302(t), step 1.01}

The first step of the test procedure, 1.01, calls for the creation of a new user account and the assignment of permissions to the account. Since the new account is needed more than once over the course of the test procedure, we perform the account creation at the beginning of the feature file. We do so through the use of Cucumber’s ‘Background’ element, which performs common setup required by each ‘Scenario’ in a feature file.

Our Gherkin text for this, ‘Using the Vendor-identified EHR function(s), the Tester shall create a new user account and assign permissions to this new account’, is associated with the first ‘do’..'end’ blocks in the system-specific test driver code shown in Figures 2 and 3. These functions log in a user that can create other user accounts, calls a user creation account routine with an example user, and logs out the original user for iTrust and Tolven, respectively.

Our translation of the language of the test procedure requires comment on four points. First, note that the NIST test procedure refers to a Tester, and that the feature file does not; we have written the feature file from the perspective that the feature file itself can be treated as ‘The Tester’. Secondly, where the test procedure calls for ‘Vendor-identified EHR function(s)’, we relied upon our own investigation of each system’s documentation. While we believe this to be suitable in our circumstances, more thorough interaction with a vendor may be appropriate to assure that the vendor’s intent is reflected by the choices made for the step files. Thirdly, note that the implementations for each step vary between iTrust and Tolven; while the feature file is constant, there are system-specific details that the step files abstract away. Fourthly, we used different roles for each system because roles are treated differently from system to system. For example, in iTrust patients have appropriate permissions differences suitable for testing, but in Tolven they do not. We created a patient for iTrust, and a Health Care Professional (HCP) for Tolven. We found an alternate role in Tolven that exhibited the behavior to be tested by the scenario.

\textbf{b) Automating NIST 170.302(t), step 1.02}

The second step of the test procedure, 1.02, calls for the new user to log in to the system. The iTrust and Tolven step files both delegate logging in to a system-specific test driver routine, ‘login’, not shown. The iTrust step also includes a password reset, something required of new iTrust users on their first login.

\textbf{c) Automating NIST 170.302(t), step 1.03}

The third step of the test procedure, 1.03, calls for the new user to perform an authorized action. The iTrust and Tolven step files each implement this by navigating to a link available to the logged in user in the role the user is in.

Each step of each scenario called for an assessment of the test procedure and of how to execute the test procedure on the system, followed by experimentation to discover the users, roles, objects and actions provided by each system, and the technical means by which to automate the required actions.

\textbf{VI. Evaluation}

We evaluate our test suite by measuring and reporting on our implementation and execution of the methodology tasks against seven regulations on three EHR systems and reporting the degree to which we were able to automate the test procedures. We also place our initial test suite in context against the complete list of NIST test procedures and their relationship to the HIPAA regulations.

---

\textsuperscript{17} \url{http://bitbucket.org/icasperzen/hipaa_cuke}
The goal of the test suite is to establish the link between regulations and the behavior of the tested system. Practically, this means ensuring each aspect of the regulation is represented by one or more scenarios, that a given system implements the function required by the scenario, that there is step code to implement every aspect of each scenario, and that the system under test responds correctly when tested. We use a coding scheme 'SFIP', described below, to indicate these attributes for a single scenario on a single system. The presence of the letter indicates the presence of the attribute, and the absence of the letter indicates the absence of the attribute.

When evaluating the link between the regulation(s) and scenarios, we need to consider whether a scenario correctly represents a segment of the regulation, whether the collected scenarios represent the selected regulation(s), and what portion the selected regulation represents of the complete regulation. The latter measures are aggregates, while the first measure considers the link between one segment of regulation and one scenario.

- ‘S’ indicates that we were able to define a scenario that correctly represents its segment of the regulation. Absence indicates that we could not define a behavioral example for the regulation. It is beyond the scope of this work to fully address the relationship between regulation and scenarios. We make the simplifying assumption that the NIST test procedures correctly reflect their like-numbered HITECH regulations. Developing a scheme for mapping regulatory requirements and scenarios is an open problem, an area of active research and a candidate for future work.

- ‘F’ indicates whether the system provides the function required by the scenario. Absence indicates that the system does not support the function called for by the scenario.

- ‘I’ indicates whether the step code implements the steps called for by the scenario. Absence indicates that step code was not defined or completed, either because a scenario was not defined or because the system did not provide the necessary feature.

- ‘P’ indicates whether the system passes the scenario as executed. Absence may be because the test failed, or because one of the preceding definitions — scenario, function, step code, has not been made.

---

Figure 2: iTrust step file excerpt, Authentication

```ruby
Given /^Using the Vendor\-identified EHR function\(s\), the Tester shall create a new user account and assign permissions to this new account$/ do
  @user = default_hcp
  login(driver,@user)
  @new_user = create_new_patient(driver,ITrust::User.new(first_name:'Ted', last_name:'Nugent', email:'ted@nugent.com'))
  driver.find_element(link:'Logout').click
end

Given /^Using the new user account, the Tester shall login to the EHR using the new account$/ do
  reset_password(driver,@new_user, 'password')
  @user = @new_user
  login(driver,@user)
end

Given /^The Tester shall perform an action authorized by the assigned permissions$/ do
  driver.find_element(link:'My Demographics').click
end

Given /^The Tester shall verify that the authorized action was performed$/ do
  driver.title.should == 'iTrust - Edit Patient'
end
```

Figure 3: Tolven step file excerpt, Authentication

```ruby
Given /^Using the Vendor\-identified EHR function\(s\), the Tester shall create a new user account and assign permissions to this new account$/ do
  login("admin","sysadmin")
  create_new_staff
  add_testaccount_to_chr
  logout
end

Given /^Using the new user account, the Tester shall login to the EHR using the new account$/ do
  login("testaccount","twk27kox")
end

Given /^The Tester shall perform an action authorized by the assigned permissions$/ do
  driver.get(base_url + '/Tolven')
  driver.find_element(:link, "Appointments").click
end

Given /^The Tester shall verify that the authorized action was performed$/ do
  driver.title.should match /Appointments/
end
```
### TABLE III. EVALUATION SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regulation</th>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Automation</th>
<th>Electronic Health Record System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>iTrust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access Control - CFR 170.302(o)</td>
<td>NIST 170.302.o</td>
<td>login.feature</td>
<td>SFIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic Logoff – CFR 170.302(q)</td>
<td>NIST 170.302.q</td>
<td>automatic_logoff.feature</td>
<td>SFIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record actions – CFR 170.302(t)</td>
<td>NIST 170.302.t</td>
<td>audit_log.feature</td>
<td>SFIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrity – CFR 170.302(s)</td>
<td>NIST 170.302.s</td>
<td>integrity.feature</td>
<td>SFIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authorization – CFR 170.302(t)</td>
<td>NIST 170.302.t</td>
<td>authentication.feature</td>
<td>SFIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encryption – CFR 170.302(u)</td>
<td>NIST 170.302.u</td>
<td>general_encryption.feature,</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>transfer_encryption.feature</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals: 7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We have tabulated our results for each task and each system in Table III. Each row represents one of the scenarios implemented for the test suite, including the section of the regulation that is addressed, the test procedure used, the name of the feature file in which the scenario is implemented, and a score for each EHR system. Systems receive one point each for presence of the functionality tested in the scenario, step code for executing the scenario, connection between the feature file and the step files, and successful execution of the step code testing the functionality.

We built scenarios for encryption, and system-specific test driver code, but did not configure encryption in our environments. Tolven and OpenEMR support encryption of data documents for transmission, but it can be switched on or off by the using organization, so the EHR can be compliant, but the organization may not be. In both these cases, the unencrypted data stored in the relational database must be protected by proper database server administration. iTrust does not support encryption of data documents for transmission.

We built scenarios and system-specific test driver code for Emergency Access, but did not obtain documentation on specific Emergency Access features in the tested systems and so we cannot comment on how emergency access functionality bears on systems being potentially compliant. iTrust and Tolven did not provide specific Emergency Access functionality. OpenEMR’s ‘SFP’ reflects present functionality, step definition and execution, and a need to finish connecting the step files to the feature files.

We now address the attributes of repeatability and traceability. Cucumber displays the text of each scenario as it executes each step. Successfully executed steps are printed in green, unsuccessful steps are printed in red. This makes it possible to quickly check for the status of a given test. The output of Cucumber test runs can be saved to text files, allowing for machine comparison of test runs against previous successful executions. We believe this supports repeatability. The annotation of each scenario with a section reference for its related test procedure and regulation, together with the display of the section references on every test run, offers the ability to trace from a failing test back to the regulation to which it is related. The annotations also allow the test suite text files to be searched by regulation and test procedure section references in order to assess what the test suite covers, another aspect of traceability.

Because it does not support encryption, iTrust can be recognized as non-compliant. Because emergency access procedures are not defined concretely enough to build scenarios, OpenEMR and Tolven cannot be definitively recognized as compliant. One possible approach for such cases would be to define system-specific scenarios representing how the system implements the feature called for by the regulation.

Where all elements were present, the scenarios and step files created provide a repeatable, traceable link between the regulation text and the behavior of the individual system. Where some elements are missing, it is possible to identify what is missing and why.

### VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We were able to define scenarios for clearly defined regulatory texts. We were not able to define scenarios for ‘emergency access procedures’ where regulatory concepts were introduced but not defined. When scenarios could be defined and systems supported the relevant functions called for in the scenarios, we were able to build system-specific step files to execute the scenarios. BDD’s concept appears to be a useful one. BDD can be used to describe system behavior in scenarios that both users and developers can use. Those scenarios can then be tied to test system behavior.

Two direct benefits of storing features as text files are that no tooling beyond a text editor is required and that links to original documents can be placed directly within the tests themselves, supporting traceability. The absence of tooling for reading and writing feature files supports non-technical users.
The step definitions are written in a full programming language, and can use any library written for that programming language. The present project used Cucumber’s original language, Ruby, but many other languages and environments are supported. For example, the Cucumber development team has recently released a pure Java version for JVM languages, allowing integration and use of that population of libraries.

The particular EHRs we evaluated are browser-based. Their step definitions required the use of web test framework technology; evaluating such technology is a project in its own right. While the selected tools are frequently used, we did not undertake a comparative assessment of tool chains, and a different tool chain might be more applicable to the needs of the EHR system step definitions.

VIII. LIMITATIONS

We have automated a small number of test procedures for a small number of EHRs. Applying these techniques to further test procedures and to more systems may reveal issues not covered by our efforts to date.

We were able to maintain system-independent scenario files by pushing system-specific differences down in to the step files for the situations where they arose in our examples. This may not generalize to every scenario and every system.

Our parsing of scenario files in to step definitions is based on regular expression parsing. This is a relatively low sophistication practice that does not yet approach the identification of a domain language for describing and reasoning about regulatory scenarios. It appears that there is room here for developing a more sophisticated parsing approach that more accurately identifies parts of speech in the language used to describe the feature.

The specific users and patients maintained by an EHR will vary from installation to installation, even for a given EHR. Developing test suites that exercise system behavior depend on using available users and patients, something that will vary from installation to installation. We selected one approach, but this requires per-installation customization in a way that may introduce unwanted variability in the test results. One approach to solving this would be to supply patient and user creation routines in the scenario language, and to create the users and patients necessary for the test suite as part of the test suite definition. This does not solve the problem of performing these tests against a production system, as the audit logs, for example, will contain test data as well as production data.

Automated acceptance testing of the form described here is a form of object-oriented software development, and so it is subject to all the challenges and limitations of a development project; language familiarity, tool choice and maturity, design choices and developer skill all have a significant impact on the outcome.

Automated testing of web-based systems involves a complicated tool chain, including the system under test, one or more browsers, Javascript, test frameworks, scripting languages, and libraries. The learning curves involved for both the tool chain and systems-under-test, the difficulty of developing a generic language for features, and the difficulty of maintaining proper state in unattended operation, all contribute to difficulties in developing and maintaining the example test suite.

More fundamentally, creating a grammar that meets the needs of non-technical readers and technical writers at the same time may depend on organizational context to the degree that an industry-wide language is not possible. More work is required to assess the viability of this idea.

IX. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

This project has evaluated the feasibility of using BDD acceptance test suites to support checking of regulatory requirements. We used Cucumber, a BDD tool, to implement seven scenarios based on HITECH security meaningful use compliance guidelines on three systems in order to compare system behavior with its governing regulations and to provide traceability between the regulations and system behavior. Two natural next steps would be to add the remainder of the meaningful use regulations to the test suite, and to pursue implementations of the test suite for other EHR systems. Publishing both the generic feature files and system-specific step files on the web will provide a direct measure of the perceived utility of the suite, by enabling measurement of views, downloads and check-ins by other parties. Given the baseline, finding other means to evaluate its speed, simplicity and accuracy compared with existing methods should be sought. A survey of testing procedures and experiences among certification bureaus, developers of EHRs and user organizations (e.g. hospitals, doctor’s practices) should be conducted to form a basis for this comparison. A number of objects and actions appeared repeatedly in the system-specific driver code: users, patients, HCP’s, navigation. It may prove valuable to extract a vocabulary and grammar based on the nouns, verbs and relationships in the working test suite. Such a vocabulary could prove useful for constructing additional scenarios and test procedures for aspects of the domain that are not currently addressed. Another natural extension would be to apply the idea of a BDD test suite to other regulations and standards, as a check on its generality.
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